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Abstract
P
P
Our research includes studying the case 1//F ( Ui , T i, Tmax ) minimized the cost of a threecriteria objective function on a single machine for scheduling n jobs. and divided this into several
partial problems and found simple algorithms to find the solutions to these partial problems and
compare them with the optimal solutions.P
This research focused on one of these
Ppartial problems to
find minimize a function of sum cost of ( Ui ) sum number of late job and ( T i) sum Tardiness
and (Tmax ) the Maximum Tardiness for n job on the single machine, which is NP-hard problem, first
found optimal solutions for it by two methods of Complete Enumeration technique(CEM) and Branch
and Bounded ((BAB)). Then use some Local search methods(Descent technique(DM), Simulated
Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algorithm (GA)), Develop algorithm called ((A)) to find a solution
close to the optimal solution. Finally, compare these methods with each other.
Keywords: Descent Method(DM), Genetic Algorithm(GA), Maximum tardiness, Multi-objective
optimization, Simulated annealing ((SA)), Total Number of Late job, Total Tardiness.
1. Introduction
For several years, researchers focused on single regular performance measurement on single machine scheduling problem has been widely during the Past decades. Until the late 1980, it was
common practice the objective function one criterion was taken into account. If only one criterion is
taken into account, then the result to be unbalanced, regardless of which standard is considered. If
every work-in-process inventories low, then job are like to be completed far beyond their due dates.
In order to reach an acceptable middle solution, then measure the goodness of a solution on all
criteria important. That led to the development of scheduling multicriteria[13].
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However, decision makers get up scheduling according to more than one criteria. Since us the
multiple criteria is more real, then appeared several multicriteria scheduling articles in the scheduling
problem. some of these
P reserch are bicriteria and find the minimization of two criteria. Smith (1956)
where Tmax = 0 [6]. Vanwassenhove and Gelders extended
studied of 1 /d/F ( Ci, Tmax ) problem
P
this problem (1980) to the 1//F ( Ci, Tmax ) with Tmax ̸= 0. The set of active points is describe
and a pseudo-polynomial algorithmPto list P
of all point is given. Nelson (1986) expanded a BAB
algorithm to solve the problem for ( Ci), ( Ui ) and (Tmax ) at the same time. Hoogveen
P and Van
de Velde (1995) showed that exactly the same approach can be used to solve the 1//F ( Ci, fmax )
problem. Tadie et at 2002, suggest that takes of an algorithm for finding
P the Pareto-optima set by
apply specially develop constraints to a P
BAB algorithm for the 1//F ( T i, Tmax ) problem [12].To
find the set of efficient point for 1//F ( Ci, Emax ) problem, [14] used genetic algorithm and [7]
proposed a polynomial algorithm within special range. Recently, [19] have used a heuristic approach
for minimizing total completion timePand number of tardy jobs simultaneously on single machine
with release date (i.e., for the 1/ri/F ( Ci, Ui ) problem. [2] presented algorithms for many bicriteria
scheduling
problems on a single machine with release dates. The two criteria to be minimized
P
P are Cmax
and Ci. He presented optimal solution for the two hierarchical problems of the 1/ri/F ( Ci, Cmax )
problem. Recently multicriteria scheduling problems has been studied by several researchers in
different directions [10, 15, 16, 5, 8].
In this paper, took the
P case
P of scheduling a collection N = {1, 2, . . . , n} on a single machine for
the three criteria 1//F ( Ui , T i, Tmax ) and divide them into partial problems and find
Palgorithms
P
to solve them and
Ui , , T i
P focusPcalculated the minimize value of the sum of the three criteria
and Tmax (i.e ( Ui + T i + Tmax )) on the single machine. related with job i its processing time
pi and its due date di using methods to find the exact solution such as the (CEM) and (BAB)
method and compared it with the approximate solution methods and calculate the time Ti it takes
in each
P of the
P methods. The main object is to find a collection of near optimal solutions for the
1//( Ui + T i + Tmax )) problem.
This paper begins with some basic scheduling concepts of multicriteria problems and basic rules
are given
section 2. Formulations and some algorithms are given in section 3. (BAB) for the
P in P
1//( Ui + T i + Tmax )) is given in section
4.PAlgorthm ((A)) in the section 5.Local search and
P
genetic algorithm for the problem 1//( Ui + T i + Tmax )) are given in sections 6. In section 7
computational experiments is given.
2. Basic scheduling concepts and basic rules [18]
The following notation will be used in this paper, jobs j (j = 1, . . . , n) then
n : number of a jobs.
dj : this means the du date.
U B : Upper bound
CEM : Complete Enumeration method

Pj : This means the processing time.
LB : lower bound
BAB : branch and bound
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Now, compute for job j
Cj : this mean Earliest Completion time.
Tj = max{Cj − dj, 0} The tardiness.
(
0 if Cj ≤ dj
Uj =
The unit penalty.
1 o.w
Tmax : M ax{T j}, the maximum tardiness
X
Tj : sum{T j}, the total tardiness.
The simple rules for scheduling:
1. SPT order: It solve case 1//

P

Ci this Order of jobs in increasing of Pi for all job i.

2. The earliest due date EDD rule: it solve the case 1//Lmax too minimizes Tmax for the 1//Tmax
case, this order of jobs in increasing di for all job i [22].
P
3. Moore’s Algorithm(MA): that solve the case 1// Ui an Algorithm (MA) following [1]:
Step 0: arrangement job EDD rule, Let F = H = {ϕ}, g = z = 0.
Step 1: g = g + 1 , if g > n going to Step 3.
Step 2: z = z + pk , F = F U {g}, if z ≤ dk going to Step 1, except that ( ifz > dk ) now
catch a job j ∈ F has pj as big as likely and consider z = z − pj , F = F − {j}, H = HU{j}
and going to step 1.
Step 3: F collection of early jobs, and H collection of late jobs.
4. Lawler algorithm (LA) which solves the 1//fmax problem where fmax ∈ {Cmax , Lmax, Tmax, Vmax }.
The algorithm of (LA) is presented in following [1]:
Step 0: consider M = {1, 2, . . . , m}, π = (ϕ) and G the collection of ∀j with no successors.
P
P
Step 1: consider (j ⋆ ) s.t fj ⋆ ( i∈M Pi ) = M inj∈G {fj ( i∈M Pi )}
Collection M = M − {j ∗ } and arrangement job j ∗ in latest location of π.
Change G to act the new collection of scheduling.
Step 2: if M = ϕ stop , if not going to Step 1.
3. Minimizing (

P

Ui +

P

Ti + Tmax )

Now keep in mind that M = {1, 2, . . . , m} are the jobs that each j ∈ M needs a processing time Pj
and a due date dj, which are done on single machine, so that
the sequences σ = (σ(1), . . . , σ(m))
P giveP
of jobs and our goal is to find the optimal solution for ( Ui + Ti + Tmax ) on single machine.
P
 Some problem find minimum of the total number of late job ( Ui ).
P
 Some problem find The minimization of the total of tardiness ( Ti ).
 Some problem find The minimization of the maximum tardiness (Tmax ).
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P
P
denoted by this problem is 1//F ( Ui , T i, Tmax ) problem (P)
Try to find efficient (Pareto optimal) solutions for (P) which can be written as:
P 

 P Ui 




Ti
Min






Tmax



s.t.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . (P )
Uσ(i) = 1
i=1, . . . , n


Uσ(i) = 0
i=1,. . . . ,n 



Tσ(i) ≥ Cσ(j) − dσ(j)
i=1, . . . ., n 



Tσ(i) ≥ 0
i=1,....,n
Problem (P) is one of the problems that is difficult to solve, so we find a set of acceptable
solutions(pareto optimal solve), and we also suggest an algorithm that works to find these acceptable
solutions to our problem.
particular problems for (P)
Now will show a set of partial problems, which are particular problems for (P), the objective is
to finding order that minimize the multicriterian for the this cases:
P
P
1. 1//lex( Ui , Ti , Tmax ) case (P1)
P
P
2. 1//lex( Ui , Tmax , Ti ) case (P2)
P
P
3. 1//lex(Tmax , Ui , Ti ) case (P3)
P P
4. 1//lex(Tmax , Ti , Ui ) case (P4)
P P
5. 1//lex( Ti , Ui , Tmax ) case (P5)
P
P
6. 1//lex( Ti , Tmax , Ui ) case (P6)
P
P
7. 1//( Ui + T i + Tmax ) case (P7)
P
P
1 . (1//Lex( Ui , T i, Tmax )) case
The case can be written as
Min TMax
s.t.
Pn
⋆
⋆ Pn
U
=
U
,
U
i=1 i
Pn
Pn = i=1 Ui (MA)
Pn
i=1 Ti ≤ T , T ∈ [
i=1 Ti (EDD) ,
i=1 Ti (MA)]






(P1)





P
The problem (P1) with
Ui is the most importance functional and must be optimum, , therefore
the easy algorithm (AP1) Which give us the best result for (P1).
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Algorithm (AP1) for case (P1)
Step 0: Job order by using Moore algorithm, get find late jobs and early jobs.
Step 1: Early job comes first and then late job comes after and we arrange all the jobs by using
EDD rule get the schedule π
P
P
Step 2: Calculate ( Ui , T i, Tmax ) for the schedule π .
Example 3.1. Consider the problem (P1) with the following data: pi = (10, 5, 12, 2), di = (12, 16, 13, 9)
The Moore algorithm gives the late jobs (1,3) arrange them using EDD rule and
PearlyPjobs (2,4) arrange them using EDD rule then get thePsequence
π
=
(4,
2,
1,
3),
then
get
(
Ui , T i, Tmax ) =
P
(2, 21, 16) by using the (AP1) for 1//lex( Ui , Ti , Tmax ) case.
P
P
2 . (1//Lex( Ui , Tmax , Ti )) case
The case can be written as
P
Min Ti
s.t.
Pn
⋆
⋆ Pn
, U = i=1 Ui (MA)
i=1 Ui = U
Tmax ≤ T , T ∈ [ Tmax (LA) , Tmax (MA)]






(P2)





P
Since The problem (P2) with
Ui is the most importance functional and must be optimum, ,
therefore (AP1) Which give us the best result for (P2).
3. (1//Lex(Tmax ,

P

Ui ,

P

T i)) case.

The case can be written as
P
Min Ti
s.t.
⋆
Tmax = T
T ⋆ = Tmax
Pn
Pn
Pn(LA)
U
(MA)
,
U
≤
U
,
U
∈
[
i=1 i
i=1 i
i=1 Ui (LA)]






(P3)





Since the problem (P3) with Tmax is the most importance functional and must be optimum, therefore
Lawler Algorithm (LA) Which give us the best result for (P3).
Example 3.2. Consideration the case (P3) with the information:P
(1, 4, 3, 2), di = (6, 7, 4, 5)
Pi = P
The Lawler algorithm
gives
The
sequence
(3,
4,
1,
2)
with
(T
,
U
,
T i) = (3, 1, 3) for the
max
i
P
P
1//Lex(Tmax , Ui , T i) problem.
4. (1//Lex(Tmax ,

P

Ti ,

P

Ui )) case.

The case can be written as
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P
Min Ui
s.t.
⋆
T
=
T
T ⋆ = Tmax
max
Pn
Pn
Pn(LA)
i=1 Ti ≤ T , T ∈ [
i=1 Ti (MA) ,
i=1 Ti (LA)]






(P4)





Since the problem (P4) with Tmax is the most importance functional and must be optimum, therefore
the Lawler Algorithm (LA) Which give us the best result for (P4).
P
P
P
P
5. (1//Lex( Ti , Ui , Tmax )) case (P5) and 6.( 1//Lex( Ti , Tmax , Ui )) case (P6):
P
The two cases (P5) and (P6) are (NP-hard cases), because 1//( Ti ) problem is (NP-hard) [3].
7. (1//(σUi + σTi + Tmax )) case
P
The 1//σUi + σTi + Tmax problem, which is special case of the problem 1//F ( Ui , σTi , Tmax ).
We can write it like this:

min{ΣUδ(j) + ΣTδ(j) +Tmax δ(j) }




s.t.



Uδ(j) = 1
j=1, . . . ., m
(P7)
Uδ(j) = 0
j=1, . . . .,m 


Tδ(j) ≥ Cσ(j) − dσ(j)
j=1, . . . ., m 



Tδ(j) ≥ 0
j=1, . . . .,m
The objective of this problem is to find the minimize value of the sum (ΣUδ(j) + ΣTδ(j) +Tmax (δ))
which is getting through the best arrangement δ=(δ(1),. . . ,(δ(m)) for m jobs on a single machine
where δ ∈ B ((where B set all possible solve) and can be minimize by using branch and bound
method.
The special cases for (P7)
Case 1. If EDD rule give Ci ≤ di ∀i ∈ N = {1, . . . , m} so EDD scheduling given an optimum
solution for the case (P7) equal the zero value.
P
Proof . as shown the EDD rule give Ci ≤ di ∀i ∈ N so Ti = 0 ∀i ∈ N also
Ui = 0 ∀i ∈
N hence EDD order give optimum solution for (P7) equal zero value. □
P
P
Case 2. The EDD order is optimum solution for (P7) Ifpi = p∀i ∈ N and Ui (EDD) = Ui (M A).
Proof . as shown
for Tmax and if
PEDD order give leastP
PP i = P ∀i ∈ N so ((SPT)) and ((EDD))
are equal, then
Ti is minimum and
Ui EDD =
Ui (M A), therefore EDD order give an
optimum solution for (P7). □
Decomposition of problem (P7)
P
P
Let M = M in{ Ui + Ti + Tmax }
The case (P7) can be divided to three sub-problems (S1), (S2) , (S3)
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The schedule σ ∈ S(the set of allschedules)
M1 = min

m
X
j=1

Uσ(j) = 1
Uσ(j) = 0
M2 = min

m
X

Uσ(j)








(S1)

j = 1, . . . , m




j = 1, . . . , m

Tσ(j)

j=1

Tσ(j) ≥ Cσ(j) - dσ(j) j = 1, . . . , m
Tσ(j) ≥ 0
j = 1, . . . , m
M3 = min{Tmax(σ(j)) }
Tσ(j) ≥ Cσ(j) - dσ(j)
j = 1, . . . , m
Tσ(j) ≥
j = 1, . . . , m








(S2)










(S3)




This divided has the characteristics:
It is clear that (S1),(S2) and (S3) is simplest construction from the multicriterian case (P7), And it
is simple to find optimality for S1and S3 by applying Moore algorithm and EDD order in that order
and moreover to find a (LB) For (S2).
derivation (LB) and (UB) for (P7)
Now we start calculating (LB) and (UB) to solve the problem (P7) so that we can use the method
branch and bound (BAB) to find the complete solution to this problem. The (LB) depends on solving
three sub-problems(S1) ,(S2) and (S3) where we find (M1) which is the lower limit of problem (S1),
and find (M2) which is the lower limit of problem (S2), and (M3) is the lower limit of (S3), and then
we apply the following theorem:Theorem 3.3 ([1]). M1 + M2 + M3 ≤ M where M1 , M2 , M3 and M are the smallest value of
(S1),(S2),(S3) and (P7) in that order.
To obtain (LB) for (P7). For (S1) calculation M1 by order the jobs in Moore algorithm through
which we find the smallest total number of late job σUi . For (S2) calculation ( LB) for M2 by order
the jobs in EDD) rule toPfind the smallest maximum tardiness.
Because Tmax (EDD) ≤ Ti (OP T ). Hence Tmax (EDD) is a (LB) for M2 ((i.e Tmax ((EDD)) ≤ S2))
for (S3) calculation M3 by order the jobs in EDD to find smallest Tmax . Now applying Theorem (1)
obtain (LB) = M1 + Tmax (EDD) + M3 .
To compute (UB) sequence the jobs by EDD order obtain U B = σUi + σTi + Tmax by EDD rule.
Algorithm ((A)) for (P7)
Step 0 arrange job j ∈ B = {1, . . . ., b} using EDD rule and get the present sequence σ
P
P
Step 1 calculate E = Tj + Uj + Tmax for the σ
P
Step 2 calculate
Pj = Qj and Xj = Pj + dj ∀j ∈ B.
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Step 3 Calculation mj ∀j ∈ B where mj = Qj − Xj ∀j ∈ B
Step 4 take i∗ so that i∗ = M in{mj}∀j ∈ B
Set B = B − {i∗ } , order the job i∗ in latest place in σ1 .
Step 5 If B = {ϕ} progress to Step 6 , else return Step 2.
P
P
Step 6 Calculation E1 = Tj + Uj + Tmax for σ1 .
Step 7 If E1 ≤ E get σ = σ1 and E1 = E is the Best solve for (P7).
Can be us the algorithm ((A)) to solve ((P)) to find near optimal solve for ((P)).
Local Search and Genetic Algorithm
Define local search methods in simple words, which is that it is a set of procedures that searches
for the best solution among a set of possible solutions to the problem to be solved, where we determine
for each problem Stop criteria to ensure we get the best solution[11]
1. descent method (DM)
This simple algorithm used to find an approximate solution for many scheduling problems. The
first solution is random, then try to improve that solution as an adjacent solve the problem is found
depend several techniques. If newly solve is best than present solve, then changes it, otherwise our
solve remains same and repeat the process until get the best solution. can show this with a simple
algorithm [17].
Algorithm (DM)
Step 0: select first random solve the problem m ∈ S where S the set of all solution for this problem
Step 1: generate (ḿ) neighborhood (m) (by swap or insert) and set α = f (ḿ) − f (m), if α < 0,
then get the set m = ḿ.
Step 2: if f (ḿ) ≥ f (m), ∀ḿ ∈ N (S), thereafter end; go to step 1
2. Simulated annealing(SA)
This method is one of the arithmetic methods capable of escaping from local minimum limits.
That a random, local methods for source: Initially, in vicinity the current solve, the neighborhood is
random selection. After that, the best-cost neighbors are chosen, and mean the best, meaning the
least expensive, although the probability gradually decreases in the path implementing algorithms.
However, a natures of the algorithm approaches optimal solutions under temperate conditions. can
show how this algorithm works through the following steps[10, 21].
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Algorithm (SA)
Step 0: Choice a first solution m ∈ S, m∗ = m; choice a first Temperature to > 0; K = 0, g = 1
Step 1: Defined b; choose ḿ ∈ N ∗ (m); α = f (ḿ) − f (m); P (α, tK) = Exp(−α/tK);
If α ≤ 0, then m = ḿ, and if f (m) < f (m∗ ), then m∗ = m; else(α > 0); If a random number
of [0, 1] ≤ P (α, tK), then m = ḿ; g = g + 1,
Step 2: Ifg ≤ b go to step 1 .
Step 3: update Temperature; K = K + 1; go to step 1 Pending suspension criteria have been met.
3. genetic algorithm (GA)
This algorithm mostly exploration and optimization method that action on a inhabitants of
possible solution (initial solution) for a caseThe next step defined the construction of (GA) [20, 18]
Step 0: initialize The first inhabitants from which to start the solution can be randomly generated
or can build it using specific methods to reveal the heuristic and obtain a suitable initial
population.
Step 1: newly Inhabitants The present Inhabitants, create a newly Inhabitants group that differs
from the first group using several genetic factors: transformation, choice, and intersection.
Step 2: finish Finally, the step end upon execution while the result is stable for a number of times.
Comparison Computational Results for (P7)
Now solving problem(P7)by using exact methods(complete enumeration method (CEM), branch
and bounded (BAB)) and solve this problem by using local search methods(descent method DM,
simulated annealing SA, genetic algorithm GA and algorithm (A)) The output of all methods programmed in Matlab [9] and Compare with other methods of solving for all N five examples are
generated when (1 ≤ Pj≤ 10) , (1 ≤dj≤20) and dj ≥ M ax(pj ). These algorithms were tested on
problem (P7) with (3,. . . ,5000) jobs.
For each given value of N, five parameter values are generated that produce five problems ∀N. The
performance of the CEM for problem (P7) They are compared in 5 cases for each N with the local search algorithm (DM), (SA), (GA) and algorithm (A). where N=3,5,7,9 The problems were
generated randomly.
The performance the BAB algorithm for the problem (P7) They are compared in 5 cases for each
N with the local search algorithm (DM), (SA), (GA) and algorithm (A). when N=3,5,7,9 ,15 The
problems were generated randomly.
The solutions we get by applying local search methods (DM), (SA), (GA) and algorithm (A) for
(P7) When N=20,25,50,100,1000,. . . ,5000 Cases are randomly generated. The Table (1) which show
the values of the algorithms after applying them to a number of examples and how often they give
us the best value for each value n. where
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P
P
Table 1: The performance of local search methods for the (1//F ( Ui + Ti + Tmax ) problem
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N = numbers of job.
ex = Number of example.
DM = values found descent algorithm.
SA = the value found by simulation annealing.
GA = the value found by Genetic Algorithm (GA).
A = the value found by Algorithm (A).
no. the Best = Number of examples that give us the best value.
Time = in second and 0 ≤ g ≤ 1 second.
4. Conclusion and future work
In this research, with total late number job, total tardiness and maximum tardiness has been
considered. The result of table (1) shows that the algorithm(A) performs very well and then come
(SA)and then come (DA) which gives reasonable results . It is clear that the time values for both
DM and SA algorithm are quite similar But the algorithm(A) is better than them .An interesting
future research topic would involve experimentation with exact and local algorithm for the following
problems
1. 1/ri/1/(

P

Ci ,

P

Ti, Tmax )

2. 1/ri/1/(

P

Ci ,

P

Ei, Emax)
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